
 
Request Your Free Mailing Optimization Analysis to discover  

what efficiencies and profits you are leaving on the table.  

Call 800-524-0380 or visit www.windowbook.com/MOA  

for more information on how DAT-MAIL can help you. Automate, Expedite & Save! 

www.windowbook.com          sales@windowbook.com          800-524-0380 

If You Process Mail.dat Files, You Need DAT-MAIL! 

DAT-MAIL makes PostalOne!® eDoc quick and easy! 

DAT-MAIL’s Advanced Navigator helps mailers make the  

changes they need without having to know anything about Mail.dat 

DAT-MAIL™ 
Automate, Expedite & Save! 

◼ New workflow automation capabilities reduce labor costs by automating more! 

◼ User interface makes editing quick and easy without any specialized Mail.dat® knowledge 

◼ Integration with wb.TruckDirectMail.com for one-click cost effective LTL drop shipment quotes 

◼ Priority Mail Open and Distribute drop shipment processing 

◼ PostalOne! Customer Data allows easy access to accurate customer MIDs, CRIDs, permits and 

NPA’s 

◼ Integrates with wbSCAN™ for  intelligent trailer loading and finished mail pallet  

inventory management 

◼ Generates comprehensive reports for production, distribution, customer service and accounting  

departments 

◼ Automated Mail.dat submission to PostalOne! and access to PostalWeb® for automated PostalOne! 

statement retrieval. Never has interacting with PostalOne! been so automated and fool-proof! 

 



Compliance with Full-Service, eInduction, Mail Anywhere and 

Seamless Acceptance has never been easier 

◼ Warns of duplicate tray and pallet barcodes across all mailings 

◼ Verifies that the labeling list used in the presort is correct based on likely induction dates 

◼ Flags pallets for eInduction (all or just SV facility) by checking one checkbox 

◼ Displays “By/For” info on every job and makes it easy to correct it or add it if missing 

◼ Integration with Window Book’s PostalWeb assures  

your eDoc makes it to PostalOne! and  

warns you if it does not 

◼ Research undocumented pieces and containers—Undocumented Piece Audit Report 

◼ Optional CSA Palletization module helps First-Class mailers comply with CSA requirements 

even when their presort programs don’t support CSA’s 

No other Post-Presort program makes it easier to create  

accurate eDoc that reflects what you are really mailing! 
◼ Manages partial mailings 

◼ Automated adjustment of eDoc for spoilage, shortages and “pulls”  

◼ Ability to represent list-based mailings as “logical mailings” to reduce Full-Service scan        

verification and scorecard nesting errors 

◼ Mailing date, piece weight, By/For, permit, entry point, payment method and other common 

changes can be made easily without Mail.dat® knowledge 

◼ Very easy to add and remove trays if piece thickness in presort is wrong 

  - Automated Whittier Tagger interface requires no manual intervention 

◼ New barcode query screen lets you add “sibling trays”, reprint tray tags by scanning a     

mailpiece and much more right from inside of DAT-MAIL! 

◼ Comprehensive reporting makes it easier for mailers to produce mail to match eDoc 

◼ Includes utilities to merge and split Mail.dat files 
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Helps make eDoc submissions quick and easy! 

Learn how your operation can benefit from DAT-MAIL:   

Call 800-524-0380 or visit www.windowbook.com/MOA 

DAT-MAIL™  



Bundle your solution to meet your unique needs 

DAT-MAIL Toolbox:  Perfect for mailers that drop ship their mail! 

◼ Optimizes freight plans for single jobs or multiple jobs at the same time 

◼ Optimizes a job for a combination of copal and drop ship  

◼ Multi-carrier Trailer Manifesting allows easy trailer loading across jobs to consolidators, logistics       

carriers, even origin mail 

◼ Provides instant easy access to USPS drop ship facility data 

Priority Mail Open and Distribute (PMOD) 

◼ Easily select and analyze entry points for PMOD 

◼ Purchase PMOD postage using ePostage account right from DAT-MAIL 

◼ Quickly generate PMOD labels, tags, production and USPS reports 

DAT-MAIL Palletization Module 

◼ Palletizes mail (trays/sacks on pallets) when presort programs cannot 

◼ Option for First-Class mailers to palletize based on a CSA 

◼ Supports internal co-palletization – do it yourself and save! Our copal experts can help! 

wbSCAN and Multi-Carrier Trailer Manifesting 

◼ Easily manage trailer loading and finished mail pallet inventory 

◼ Multi-carrier trailer loading, manifesting, and connectivity 

◼  Use network connected handheld, tablet and desktop computers to interact with your DAT-MAIL  

data in real-time –right on the shop floor   

Spoilage Management 

◼ Removes spoilage, shortages and “pulls” at the rates claimed by the presort for extra  

postage savings 

◼ Processes can be automated by using files created by most intelligent inserters 

◼ Allows use of IMb barcodes from spoiled pieces  

 

Advanced Workflow Automation Manager (AWAM) 

◼ Automates Mail.dat import process along with many post-import changes 

◼ Can process up to 20 Mail.dat files at the same time 

◼ Supports unlimited number of import “hot-folders” each with their own  

workflow definition 

◼ Can be managed by all DAT-MAIL users 
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DAT-MAIL™
  : Makes eDoc Easy! 



Let DAT-MAIL help increase productivity and reduce the cost of  

USPS program compliance! 
 

Request Your FREE Custom Mailing Optimization Analysis 

Call 800-524-0380 or visit www.windowbook.com/MOA  

Business Intelligence for Mail Production, Distribution, 

Customer Service and Accounting 

◼ Dozens of useful reports for all stakeholders 

◼ Real time integration with PostalOne! to access your client MIDs, CRIDs, Permits, NPAs 

◼ Tracks permit activity and balances 

◼ Export XML postage info at any point in the job and has optional interfaces for  

◼   BCC Mail Manager  

◼   PrintStream by EFI 

◼   Pro-Mail from VeraCore 

◼   Midnight by Virtual Systems 

 

DAT-MAIL is PostalWeb Connected 
 

◼ View PostalOne! documents in DAT-MAIL’s View Statements 

screen  

◼ No manual downloading of these PostalOne! documents needed: 

-  UPD postage statements, register, and confirmation page 

◼ FIN postage statements, register, and confirmation page 

◼ eVS Statements, 3607 mailing receipts, qualification reports, drop ship data, 

and much more!  

◼ View, e-mail or print these documents from DAT-MAIL 

Multi-carrier support in DAT-MAIL 
 

◼ Easily connect with multiple logistics providers 

◼ Powerful trailer loading, manifesting, drop ship analysis, quotes, analysis and reporting 

DAT-MAIL™
  : Post-Presort Mailing Software 
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